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LISA is a space-based mHz gravitational-wave observatory, with a planned launch in 2034. It is expected to
be the first detector of its kind, and will present unique challenges in instrumentation and data analysis. An accu-
rate pre-flight simulation of LISA data is a vital part of the development of both the instrument and the analysis
methods. The simulation must include a detailed model of the full measurement and analysis chain, capturing the
main features that affect the instrument performance and processing algorithms. Here, we propose a new model
that includes, for the first time, proper relativistic treatment of reference frames with realistic orbits; a model
for onboard clocks and clock synchronization measurements; proper modeling of total laser frequencies, includ-
ing laser locking, frequency planning and Doppler shifts; better treatment of onboard processing and updated
noise models. We then introduce two implementations of this model, LISANODE and LISA INSTRUMENT. We
demonstrate that TDI processing successfully recovers gravitational-wave signals from the significantly more
realistic and complex simulated data. LISANODE and LISA INSTRUMENT are already widely used by the LISA
community and, for example, currently provide the mock data for the LISA Data Challenges.

I. INTRODUCTION

Following the opening of the gravitational Universe by the
many observations of ground-based gravitational-wave detec-
tors [1–15], the European Space Agency (ESA) has selected
the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) as the L3 mis-
sion. LISA is a space-borne gravitational-wave observatory
sensitive to gravitational signals between 0.1mHz and 1Hz,
where we expect a large diversity of sources, ranging from su-
permassive black-hole binaries, quasi-monochromatic Galac-
tic binaries, extreme mass-ratio inspirals, and stellar-mass bi-
naries [16]. In addition to these expected sources, a num-
ber of potential signals might be detected, including stochastic
gravitational-wave signals from the early Universe, cusps and
kinks of cosmic strings and other unmodeled burst sources.
Precise measurements of the source parameters will help an-
swer many astrophysical and cosmological questions, as well
as constrain models beyond the general theory of relativity.

Achieving these outstanding science objectives will present
challenges in both instrumentation and data analysis. Con-
trary to ground-based gravitational-wave observatories, LISA
is expected to be signal dominated, with tens of thousands of
sources of different kind present in the LISA band at all times.
Telling all of these sources apart and estimating their parame-
ters requires novel approaches to data analysis (explored in the
context of the LISA Data Challenges), the development and
testing of which necessitates realistic simulated data. In addi-
tion, LISAwill make use of sophisticated noise reduction algo-
rithms to reject the most dominant instrumental noise sources.
The core of these algorithms is known as time-delay interfer-
ometry (TDI), in which multiple data streams are combined
with appropriate time shifts to generate virtual equal-arm in-
terferometers in post-processing. Understanding how different
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noise sources couple into the data is crucial to guide the de-
velopment of such noise-reduction pipelines. Finally, with a
planned launch in 2034, the LISA mission is currently prepar-
ing for adoption. The development of a simulation model is
needed to support these activities, validate the instrument de-
sign and ensure that the science objectives can be achieved.
To fulfill these objectives, one needs to capture in the sim-

ulation model the main features that affect the instrument
performance and processing algorithms. The simulated data
should be representative of the time series wewill receive from
the real instrument. Therefore, we focus in this paper on a
time-domain instrument model. In addition, we must be able
to simulate several years of data in a reasonable time to eval-
uate different instrument configurations for full mission du-
ration, currently planned as 4 yr [16]; this makes a detailed
engineering-level simulation unfeasible.
This instrument model builds on a legacy of previous

constellation-level LISA simulators. LISA SIMULATOR was
developed to quickly generate measurement data [17, 18]. The
simulator worked exclusively in the frequency domain andwas
based on transfer functions for a simple instrumental model.
SYNTHETIC LISA was a Python-based simulator that worked
in the time domain and used an idealized (and now out-of-date)
instrumental configuration to study the performance of noise
reduction algorithms for a constellation with time-varying
armlengths [19]. TDISIM was a prototype TDI simulation tool
programmed in Matlab. The simulation fully operated in the
time domain and performed both data generation and TDI, in-
cluding for the first time the updated split-interferometry op-
tical bench design and a simplified state-space model for the
motion of the test mass and the spacecraft [20].
We based our simulation efforts on LISACODE, which was

initiated with the similar ambition to include most of the in-
gredients that were thought to influence LISA’s performance
at the time [21]. Since then, developments in the instrument
and mission design revealed new important effects that must
be included in the simulations. The model that we propose
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in this paper is an attempt to extend LISACODE’s model to
capture those effects.

Section II introduces the conventions we use, and, for the
first time, a description of the time frames relevant for LISA
instrument simulations. In section III, we describe the op-
tical simulation model, which includes the up-to-date split-
interferometry optical bench design. Contrary to previous
simulators, we properly model the total laser frequencies, as
well as realistic orbits and any Doppler effects arising from
differential spacecraft motion. We also account for the side-
band modulations used to correct for clock errors. Then,
we describe in section IV the readout of the interferomet-
ric beatnotes and how it is affected by imperfections of on-
board clocks. Our treatment of the onboard processing is
presented in section V; here, we also give the equations for
the final phasemeter readouts. In section VI, we describe
how we model laser locking, and its impact on the measure-
ments. Lastly, in section VII, we give a high-level model of
the pseudo-ranging measurements that are used to estimate
the armlengths. We then introduce LISANODE and LISA
INSTRUMENT, two implementations of this simulation model,
and discuss their performances in section VIII. Finally, in sec-
tion IX, we show simulation results and highlight the main fea-
tures that differ from previously simulated data. We demon-
strate that despite the added complexity, we can recover grav-
itational signals using the latest noise-reduction algorithms.
We conclude in section X.

II. FRAMEWORK AND CONVENTIONS

A. Constellation overview

LISA is an almost equilateral triangle, composed of 3 identi-
cal spacecraft, which we label 1, 2, 3 clockwise when looking
down at their solar panels. These spacecraft exchange laser
beams, which are combined on optical benches inside mov-
able optical sub-assemblies (MOSAs).

To uniquely label these MOSAs, we use two indices. The
first one is that of the spacecraft the MOSA is mounted, while
the second index is that of the spacecraft theMOSA is pointing
to. Most components of interest (such as the optical benches,
test masses, etc.) can be uniquely associated to one of the
MOSAs, in which case we use the same two indices. Ele-
ments that exist only once onboard a spacecraft, such as the
ultra-stable oscillators (USOs), are indexed by that spacecraft
index. These labeling conventions, which are largely based on
the proposed unified conventions of the LISA consortium [22],
are summarized in fig. 1.

Quantities that describe a process that involves the prop-
agation between two spacecraft will be interpreted as being
associated with the spacecraft in which the quantity is mea-
sured. For example, the gravitational-wave signal observed in
the interferometer on MOSA 12 will be indexed with the same
indices 12. The same convention applies to the propagation
delay of a beam arriving on spacecraft 1 from spacecraft 2,
which will be labelled by the indices 12.

In this paper, we often derive equations for a specific space-
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Figure 1. Labeling conventions used for spacecraft, light travel times,
lasers, MOSAs, and interferometric measurements. From [23].

craft or MOSA. The expressions for the other 2 spacecraft or
the other 5 MOSAs can then be deduced by combining cyclic
permutations {1 → 2, 2 → 3, 3 → 1}, and reflections
{1→ 1, 2→ 3, 3 → 2}.

B. Time coordinate frames

The instrumental simulation mostly concerns itself with the
physics inside a spacecraft (e.g., the evolution of laser beam
phases and their interferometric beatnotes), which is best mod-
eled in the three spacecraft proper time (TPS). These time
frames are defined as the times shown by perfect clocks co-
moving with the spacecraft centers of mass. We denote them
with �1, �2, and �3.The spacecraft proper times (TPSs) are idealized timescales,
which cannot be realized in practice. All measurements in-
stead refer to an imperfect on-board timer, which represents
an approximation of the associated TPS.We denote these three
onboard clock time frames as �̂1, �̂2, and �̂3.Finally, processes on the Solar-system scale are modeled ac-
cording to a global time frame, such as the barycentric coordi-
nate time (TCB), denoted t. This is the case for the spacecraft
orbits or the gravitational waveforms. Our instrumental simu-
lation does not make a direct use of the barycentric coordinate
time (TCB). Instead, we rely on external tools, such as LISA
ORBITS [24], to directly compute quantities expressed in the
TPSs.
In general, signals are expressed in their natural time coor-

dinate. E.g., laser beam phases and beatnotes are expressed in
the TPS of the spacecraft housing the laser. It is sometimes
useful to express a signal in a different time coordinate. To
prevent confusion, we will use the same symbol but add a su-
perscript denoting the time coordinate. For example, a phase�
could be expressed as a function of the TPS 1, writing ��1 (x),
or as a function of the clock time of that spacecraft, writing
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��̂1 (x). Note that the symbol used for the function argument
is arbitrary, and does not specify the reference frame. We will
often use � without subscripts as a generic function argument.

Conversions between time coordinates can easily be ex-
pressedwith these conventions. For example, � �̂11 (�) is the TPSas a function of the clock time onboard spacecraft 1. Trivially,

tt(�) = ��11 (�) = �̂
�̂1
1 (�) = � . (1)

It is often useful to model the deviation of the onboard clock
time with respect to the associated TPS. We adopt the notation

� �̂11 (�) = � + ��
�̂1
1 (�) , (2a)

�̂�11 (�) = � + ��̂
�1
1 (�) . (2b)

One important class of signals we study are phases � of
electromagnetic waves. As scalar quantities, these are invari-
ant under coordinate transformations, such that they transform
from one time frame to another using a simple time shift,

��1 (�) = ��̂1 (�̂�11 (�)) . (3)

III. OPTICAL SIMULATION

In this section, we derive the model for the generation and
propagation of the laser beams, as well as their interference at
the photodiodes.

A. Optical bench design

As illustrated in fig. 1, each spacecraft hosts two optical
benches. We usually refer to one optical bench as the local op-
tical bench; the other optical bench hosted by the same space-
craft as the adjacent optical bench; we call the distant optical
bench the one situated on the spacecraft exchanging light with
the local optical bench. Each optical bench is associated with
a laser source, a gravitational reference sensor (GRS) contain-
ing a free-falling test mass, and telescope to send and collect
light to and from distant spacecraft.

Laser beams are combined in 3 different heterodyne interfer-
ometers. The interspacecraft interferometer (ISI) mixes the lo-
cal beam with the distant beam (coming from the distant opti-
cal bench); the test-mass interferometer (TMI) mixes the local
and adjacent beams, after it has bounced on the local test mass;
and the reference interferometer (RFI) mixes the local and ad-
jacent beams without interaction with the test mass. Figure 2
gives an overview of the optical bench 12.

In reality, each single interferometer output is implemented
using redundant balanced detection with four quadrant pho-
todiodes (QPDs). We do not simulate balanced detection, and
only consider a single data stream for each interferometer. Ad-
ditional readouts related to the laser beams alignment, such as
the differential wavefront sensing (DWS), are not included in

Figure 2. Schematics of the optical design implemented in the sim-
ulation, along with notations for the laser beam and beatnote total
phases, here for MOSA 12.

the model presented here. We are currently working to im-
plement them in the simulation by propagating additional in-
dependent variables representing the different beam tilts. We
plan to describe this model in more detail in a follow-up paper.

B. Laser beam model

1. Simple laser beam

We use a number of assumptions to model the information
carried by the electromagnetic field of a laser beam (in all gen-
erality, these are two 3-vector fields).
We work in the plane-wave approximation, and assume that

any effects due to wavefront imperfections can be modeled as
equivalent longitudinal pathlength variations. In addition, we
neglect effects related to the fields polarization, and assume
that the waves propagate in a perfect vacuum, such that we only
model the scalar electric field amplitude (we do not model the
magnetic field amplitude, as it is completely determined by the
electrical field amplitude [25]).
At any fixed point inside a spacecraft, the complex ampli-

tude of the electromagnetic field associated with a laser beam
can be written as

E(�) = E0(�)ei2�Φ(�) , (4)

where Φ(�) is the total phase in units of cycles.
LISA ultimately measures phase differences, such that we

do not simulate the field amplitude term E0, but only the
phase Φ(�). We expect couplings between the field amplitude
and the measured phase difference (e.g., the relative intensity
noise [26]). We currently do not model these effects, but as-
sume that they can be modeled as equivalent phase noise in the
final readout.
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2. Phase or frequency?

The optical frequency of the lasers is around �0 =
281.6 THz, such that the total phase increases quickly with
time. This makes using it challenging for numerical simula-
tions, as any variable representing the total phase will either
numerically overflow when using fixed-point arithmetic, or
eventually suffer an unacceptable loss of precision when us-
ing floating-point arithmetic1.

To avoid these issues, we simulate frequencies instead of
phase (given by � = Φ̇, since we express the phase in units
of cycles), which are controlled to remain at the same order of
magnitude during the whole mission duration. However, mod-
eling the propagation of laser beams is often easier in phase.
Therefore, we will derive most of the equations of this paper
both in units of phase and frequency.

3. Two-variable decomposition

In LISA, effects on the laser beams come into play at com-
pletely different timescales and dynamic ranges. On the one
hand, some effects modulate the frequency of our beams on
a time scale of the orbital revolution around the Sun, which
lies well outside our measurement frequency band (below
10−4 Hz). These effects tend to have large dynamic ranges; for
instance, the Doppler shifts caused by the relative spacecraft
motion can fluctuate by several megahertz over the mission
duration.

On the other hand, we want to track small phase or
frequency fluctuations within our measurement band (from
10−4 Hz and up to 1Hz), caused by gravitational-wave sig-
nals and instrumental noises. These fluctuations have a much
smaller amplitude, with the laser noise being the dominant ef-
fect at 30HzHz−0.5, while gravitational waves typically cause
frequency shifts of a few hundred nanohertz.

To address this problem, we model these different effects
independently. We decompose the laser beam frequency into
one constant and two variables,

�(�) = �0 + �o(�) + ��(�) . (5)
The large frequency offsets �o(�) are used to represent
frequency-plan offsets and Doppler shifts, both on the order
of megahertz, as well as the gigahertz sideband frequency off-
sets. The small frequency fluctuations ��(�), on the other hand,
are used to describe gravitational signals and noises. A sim-
ple laser beam would therefore be entirely represented by the
couple {�o(�), ��(�)}.
Alternatively, we can express eq. (5) in phase units by writ-

ing the total phase as
Φ(�) = �0� + �o(�) + ��(�) + �0 , (6)

1 For a precision better than a micro-cycle, a 64-bit integer representing the
total phase will overflow every 0.07 s.

where the definitions of large phase drifts �o(�) and small
phase fluctuations ��(�) follow from eq. (5),

�o(�) = �̇o(�) and ��(�) = �̇�(�) . (7)
As we simulate frequencies, we do not track the initial phase
of the laser beam �0 ∈ [0, 2�] in the following.
Let us stress that this decomposition is entirely artificial.

In reality, we will only have access to the total phase or fre-
quency. Therefore, to produce data representative of the real
instrument telemetry, we always compute the total phase or
frequency as the final simulation output.

4. Modulated beams

In LISA, laser beams are phase-modulated using a gigahertz
signal derived from the local clock. The electric field reads

E(�) = E0ei2�Φc(�)eim cos(2�Φm(�)) , (8)
wherem is themodulation depth;Φc(�) is the total phase of thecarrier, and Φm(�) is the total phase of the modulating signal,
both expressed in cycles.
The Jacobi-Anger expansion lets us write the previous ex-

pression using Bessel functions. Because the modulation
depth m ≈ 0.15 is small [20], we can further expand the re-
sult to first order in m and write the complex field amplitude
as the sum
E(�) ≈ E0

(

ei2�Φc(�) + im
2
[

ei2�Φsb+ (�) + ei2�Φsb− (�)]
)

, (9)

where we have defined the upper and lower sideband phases,
Φsb+ (�) = Φc(�) + Φm(�) , (10a)
Φsb− (�) = Φc(�) − Φm(�) . (10b)

The modulated laser beam can then be written as the super-
position of carrier, upper sideband, and lower sideband,

E(�) ≈ Ec(�) + Esb+ (�) + Esb− (�) . (11)
For the purpose of our simulation, the information content of
the upper and lower sidebands are almost identical (one dif-
ference is that they lie at a different frequencies, and are thus
affected differently by Doppler shifts). We make the assump-
tion that they can be combined in such a way that we can treat
them as one signal. Therefore, we only simulate the upper
sideband. For clarity, we drop the sign in all sideband indices
and simply use sb when we refer to the upper sideband.
We apply the same two-variable decomposition to the side-

band total frequency. Ultimately, each modulated laser beam
is then implemented using 4 quantities,

�(�) ≡
{

�oc (�), �
�
c (�), �

o
sb(�), �

�
sb(�)

} , (12)
where �oc and �osb are the carrier and sideband frequency off-
sets, respectively, and ��c and ��sb are the carrier and sideband
frequency fluctuations.
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C. Local beams

1. Local beam at laser source

As illustrated in fig. 2, optical bench 12 has an associated
laser source. We call local beam the modulated beam pro-
duced by this laser source. We denote the total phase and
frequency of the carrier as Φ12,c(�) and �12,c(�), respectively.Similarly, the sideband total phase and frequency are denotes
asΦ12,sb(�) and �12,sb(�). All these signals are functions of thespacecraft proper time (TPS) �1.The total phase Φ12,c(�) = �0� + �o12,c(�) + �

�
12,c(�) of thecarrier is decomposed in terms of drifts and fluctuations, with

�o12,c(�) = ∫

�

�1,0
O12(�′) d�′ , (13a)

��12,c(�) = p12(�) , (13b)
where O12(�) is the carrier frequency offset for this laser
source with respect to the central frequency �0, and p12(�) isthe laser source phase fluctuations expressed in cycles.

As explained in section VI, pij(�) can either describe the
noiseNp

ij(�) of a cavity-stabilized laser (c.f. appendix B) or thefluctuations resulting from an offset frequency lock. Likewise,
O12(�) is either set as an offset from the nominal frequency2,
or computed based on the locking conditions.

In terms of frequency, we simply have
�o12,c(�) = O12(�) , (14a)
��12,c(�) = ṗ12(�) . (14b)

Let us now look at the sideband, which is derived from the
local clock. As described in detail in section IV, the modu-
lating signal inherits any USO timing errors q1, such that we
have

Φ12,m(�) = �m12 ⋅ (� + q
o
1(�) + q

�
1(�) +M12(�)) (15)

for the total phase of the modulating signal. Here, �m12 =
2.4GHz is the constant nominal frequency of the modulating
signal on optical bench 12. We use the same modulation fre-
quency for all left optical benches, while the right ones are
instead at 2.401GHz. The modulation noise termM12(�) ac-counts for any additional imperfections (either in the electrical
frequency conversion to 2.4GHz or the optical modulation).
The total phase of the modulating signal can then be decom-

posed into
�o12(�) = �

m
12 ⋅ (� + q

o
1(�)) , (16a)

��12,m(�) = �
m
12 ⋅ (q

�
1(�) +M12(�)) . (16b)

2 In the current mission baseline, there is no way to measure or set the ab-
solute laser frequency with high precision. Therefore, the values set in the
simulation cannot be accessed in reality.

Inserting these terms in eq. (10), we get the phase and fre-
quency offsets and fluctuations for the local sideband,

�o12,sb(�) = ∫

�

�1,0
O12(�′) d�′ + �m12(� + q

o
1(�)) , (17a)

��12,sb(�) = p12(�) + �
m
12(q

�
1(�) +M12(�)) , (17b)

and
�o12,sb(�) = O12(�) + �

m
12(1 + q̇

o
1(�)) , (18a)

��12,sb(�) = ṗ12(�) + �
m
12(q̇1(�) + Ṁ12(�)) . (18b)

Note that there is only one clock per spacecraft, such that we
use the same q1 for sideband beams on both optical benches
on spacecraft 1.

2. Local beams at the ISI and RFI photodiodes

As shown in fig. 2, local beams propagate in the local op-
tical bench 12 and interfere at the ISI, TMI, and RFI photo-
diodes. In our simulations, we neglect any phase term due to
the propagation time. However, all beams pick up a generic
optical pathlength noise termNob(�) (different for each inter-
ferometer), which models all optical pathlength variations due
to, e.g., jitters of optical components in the path of the laser
beams. Therefore, we write the phase drifts and fluctuations
of the local beams at the ISI and RFI photodiodes (valid for
both carriers and sidebands) as

�oisi/rfi12←12(�) = �
o
12(�) , (19a)

��isi/rfi12←12(�) = �
�
12(�) +

�0
c
Nob

isi/rfi12←12(�) . (19b)

Equivalently, the frequency offsets and fluctuations of the
same beams read

�oisi/rfi12←12(�) = �
o
12(�) , (20a)

��isi/rfi12←12(�) = �
�
12(�) +

�0
c
Ṅob

isi/rfi12←12(�) . (20b)

3. Local beam at the TMI photodiode

The local beam reflects off the test mass before impinging
on the TMI photodiode. As a consequence, it couples to the
test-mass motion.
In reality, the motion of the test mass and spacecraft will be

coupled by the drag-free attitude control system (DFACS). The
spacecraft motion is expected to be suppressed in on-ground
processing [20]. For our purposes, we simply assume that the
spacecraft (and the associated optical benches) perfectly fol-
lows a geodesic.
The laser beam then picks up an additional noise term

N�
23(�) due to any deviation in the motion of the test-mass

from geodesic, caused by spurious forces (c.f., appendix B).
This noise represents the movement of the test mass towards
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Figure 3. Definition of line-of-sight displacement of the test mass.
Positive values ofN�

12 indicate a motion towards the measuring opti-
cal bench.

the measuring optical bench, such that a positive value corre-
sponds to a decrease in pathlength (see fig. 3), and thus a de-
crease of the delay received by the beam, which in turn causes
a positive phase shift. The noise term enter with a factor 2,
since the beam travels to the test mass and back.

Therefore, at the TMI photodiode, the phase components of
the local beam (carrier and sideband) read

�otmi12←12(�) = �
o
12(�) , (21a)

��tmi12←12(�) = �
�
12(�) +

�0
c

(

Nob
tmi12←12(�) − 2N

�
12(�)

)

,
(21b)

while the frequency offsets and fluctuations read

�otmi12←12(�) = �
o
12(�) , (22a)

��tmi12←12(�) = �
�
12(�) +

�0
c

(

Ṅob
tmi12←12(�) − 2Ṅ

�
12(�)

)

.
(22b)

D. Adjacent beams

In this section, we study the propagation of a modulated
laser beam generated by laser source 13 (attached to the ad-
jacent optical bench), which travels through the optical fiber
to the local optical bench 12, to finally interfere on the TMI
and RFI photodiodes (see fig. 2). We call it adjacent beam.
We express all phase and frequency quantities as functions of
the TPS �1.
Similarly to local beams, we neglect the propagation time

for the adjacent beams, and model fluctuations in the opti-
cal pathlength by a noise term Nob(�). We model any non-
reciprocal noise terms related to the propagation through the
optical fibres by the backlink noise termNbl

12←13(�), expressedas an equivalent pathlength change.
Therefore, the phase drifts and fluctuations of adjacent

beams (carrier and sideband) at the TMI and RFI photodiodes

read
�otmi/rfi12←13(�) = �

o
13(�) , (23a)

��tmi/rfi12←13(�) = �
�
13(�) +

�0
c
Nbl
12←13(�)

+
�0
c
Nob

tmi/rfi12←13 ,
(23b)

where �o13(�) and ��13(�) are the phase drifts and fluctuations
of the laser beam produced by laser source 13, respectively.
The equivalent frequency quantities are

�otmi/rfi12←13(�) = �
o
13(�) , (24a)

��tmi/rfi12←13(�) = �
�
13(�) +

�0
c
Ṅbl
12←13(�)

+
�0
c
Ṅob

tmi/rfi12←13 .
(24b)

E. Distant beams

Finally, we study the propagation of a modulated laser beam
generated by laser source 21 (attached to the distant optical
bench), which travels roughly 2.5 million kilometers in free
space before it reaches the local optical bench 12. This distant
beam eventually interferes on the ISI photodiode, see fig. 2.
a. Inter-spacecraft propagation As described in sec-

tion III B, modulated beams are represented as the superpo-
sition of simple beams, each treated independently. Conse-
quently, the same propagation equations apply to both carrier
and sideband beams.
We shall derive the expression of a simple laser beam’s

phase Φ12←21(�) and frequency �12←21(�) measured on re-
ceiver optical bench 12 (expressed in co-moving time coor-
dinate �1) as a function of the same beam’s phase Φ21(�) andfrequency �21(�) measured on emitter optical bench 21 (ex-
pressed in co-moving time coordinate �2). We write

Φ12←21(�) = Φ21(� − d12(�)) , (25)
where d12(�) is the proper pseudo-range (PPR), which in-
cludes not only the light time of flight, but also conversions
between reference frames associated to �1 and �2.Since we model small in-band and large out-of-band effects
independently, we need to decompose the PPR in a similar
manner. We define do12(�) as slowly varying PPR offsets (e.g.,
due to constant pathlengths and variations in orbital motion,
relativistic effects, and coordinate transformations), and d�12(�)as small in-band PPR fluctuations.
In our simulation, we only consider the effect of gravi-

tational waves and neglect any other small in-band fluctua-
tions of the PPRs (such as spacecraft jitter motion or vari-
ations of the inter-planetary medium optical index). There-
fore, if H12(�) denotes the integrated fluctuations of the PPR
due to gravitational waves measured on MOSA 12, we have
d�12(�) = H12(�). The total PPR now reads

d12(�) = do12(�) +H12(�) . (26)
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Applying this decomposition to eqs. (6) and (25), we have
Φ12←21(�) = �0 ⋅

(

� − do12(�) −H12(�)
)

+ �o21(� − d
o
12(�) −H12(�))

+ ��21(� − d
o
12(�) −H12(�)) .

(27)

We expand the previous equation to first order in both the small
fluctuationsH12(�), and ��21(�) and neglect any second-order
cross-terms,

Φ12←21(�) = �0 ⋅
(

� − do12(�) −H12(�)
)

+ �o21(� − d
o
12(�))

− �o21(� − d
o
12(�))H12(�)

+ ��21(� − d
o
12(�)) .

(28)

We can again write the previous quantity as the sum of large
phase drifts and small phase fluctuations, Φ12←21(�) = �0� +
�o12←21(�) + �

�
12←21(�), with

�o12←21(�) = �
o
21(� − d

o
12(�)) − �0d

o
12(�) , (29a)

��12←21(�) = �
�
21(� − d

o
12(�))

−
[

�0 + �o21(� − d
o
12(�))

]

H12(�) .
(29b)

We write the equivalent instantaneous frequency �12←21(�) =
�0 + �o12←21(�) + �

�
12←21(�) as the sum of a large frequency

offsets and small frequency fluctuations,
�o12←21(�) = �

o
21(� − d

o
12(�))

(

1 − ḋo12(�)
)

− �0ḋo12(�) ,
(30a)

��12←21(�) = �
�
21(� − d

o
12(�))

(

1 − ḋo12(�)
)

− [�0 + �o21(� − d
o
12(�))]Ḣ12(�) .

(30b)

Here, we have neglected first order terms in �̇oAH12(�), sothese equations are only valid if the laser frequency is evolving
slowly. This is discussed in more detail in appendix C.

1. Distant beams at ISI photodiode

The received distant beam propagates inside the optical
bench to interfere with the local beam at the ISI photodiode.
As for the other beams, we only add a generic optical path-
length noise termNob

isi12←21(�).We write the phase drifts and fluctuations of the distant
beam at the ISI photodiode (valid for both carrier and side-
band) as

�oisi12←21(�) = �
o
21(� − d

o
12(�)) − �0d

o
12(�) , (31a)

��isi12←21(�) = �
�
21(� − d

o
12(�))

− [�0 + �o21(� − d
o
12(�))]H12(�)

+
�0
c
Nob

isi12←21(�) .
(31b)

Equivalently, the frequency offsets and fluctuations read
�oisi12←21(�) = �

o
21(� − d

o
12(�))

(

1 − ḋo12(�)
)

− �0ḋo12(�) ,
(32a)

��isi12←21(�) = �
�
21(� − d

o
12(�))

(

1 − ḋo12(�)
)

− [�0 + �o21(� − d
o
12(�))]Ḣ12(�)

+
�0
c
Ṅob

isi12←21(�) .
(32b)

F. Interferometers

1. Beatnote for simple beams

Using definitions given in eq. (4), let us write the complex
amplitude for two simple beams 1 and 2 interfering at a pho-
todiode,

E1(�) = E1,0(�)ei2�Φ1(�) , (33a)
E2(�) = E2,0(�)ei2�Φ2(�) . (33b)

We ignore any effects due to spatial dimensions of the beam or
the photodiode, and assume that such effects will be modeled
as either an equivalent phase error in the readout signal, or as
an independent quantity3.
The power of the total electromagnetic field measured near

the photodiode is
P (�) ∝ |

|

E1(�) + E2(�)||2 . (34)
Substituting the expressions of the two beams yields
P (�) ∝ |

|

E1,0(�)||
2 + |

|

E2,0(�)||
2

+ 2E1,0(�)E2,0(�) cos
(

2�(Φ1(�) − Φ2(�))
) . (35)

The power near the photodiode has an oscillating compo-
nent with a total phase of ΦPD(�) = Φ1(�) − Φ2(�). We call
this signal the beatnote.

Let us use the two-variable representation described in
eq. (6),

Φ1(�) = �0� + �o1(�) + �
�
1(�) , (36a)

Φ2(�) = �0� + �o2(�) + �
�
2(�) , (36b)

to express the total phase of the beatnote as the sum of large
phase drifts and small phase fluctuations,

ΦPD(�) = �oPD(�) + �
�
PD(�) , (37)

with
�oPD(�) = �

o
1(�) − �

o
2(�) , (38a)

��PD(�) = �
�
1(�) − �

�
2(�) . (38b)

3 For example, DWS could be modeled as a direct measurement of beam tilt
angles, with all beam angles represented by independent variables.
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We simulate the equivalent instantaneous frequency defined
as �PD(�) = Φ̇PD(�). It can be written as

�PD(�) = �oPD(�) + �
�
PD(�) , (39)

where the beatnote frequency offsets �oPD(�) and the beatnote
frequency fluctuations ��PD(�) are defined by

�oPD(�) = �
o
1(�) − �

o
2(�) , (40a)

��PD(�) = �
�
1(�) − �

�
2(�) . (40b)

2. Beatnote polarity

A closer look at eq. (35) shows that we do not have direct
access to the total phase of the beatnoteΦPD(�), but only mea-
sure its cosine value. Therefore, the total phase can only be
known up to a sign and a multiple of 2�.

Physically, this sign ambiguity corresponds to the fact that
the electrical signal does not contain any information about
which of the two interfering laser beams is of higher frequency.
In practice, however, the beatnote polarity can be determined
at all times by applying a known frequency offset on the local
laser beam and observing the resulting change in the beatnote
frequency. In addition, once all lasers are locked, the beatnote
polarities can simply be read from the frequency plan, as de-
scribed in section VI.

Therefore, we do not include the beatnote polarity ambigu-
ity in our optical models, and we will instead assume that it is
solved directly by the phasemeter, or in a first processing step
on ground.

3. Beatnotes for modulated beams

We now study the electromagnetic field of two interfer-
ing modulated beams, labeled k = 1, 2. As derived in sec-
tion III B, we write both modulated beams as the sum of three
independent simple beams, namely the carriers and the upper
and lower sidebands,

Ek(�) = Ek,c(�) + Ek,sb+ (�) + Ek,sb− (�) , (41)
with total phases

Φk,c(�) = �0� + Φok,c(�) + Φ
�
k,c(�) , (42a)

Φk,sb+ (�) = �0� + Φok,sb+ (�) + Φ
�
k,sb+ (�) , (42b)

Φk,sb− (�) = �0� + Φok,sb− (�) + Φ
�
k,sb− (�) . (42c)

or the equivalent instantaneous frequencies
�k,c(�) = �0 + �ok,c(�) + �

�
k,c(�) , (43a)

�k,sb+ (�) = �0 + �ok,sb+ (�) + �
�
k,sb+ (�) , (43b)

�k,sb− (�) = �0 + �ok,sb− (�) + �
�
k,sb− (�) . (43c)

The total power at the photodiode reads
|

|

E1(�) + E2(�)||2 = |

|

|

E1,c(�) + E1,sb+ (�) + E1,sb− (�)
+ E2,c(�) + E2,sb+ (�) + E2,sb− (�)||

|

2 .
(44)

Expanding this expression yields cross terms between all 6
terms, which correspond to beatnotes at their difference fre-
quencies.

Because the sidebands are modulated at a frequency of
about 2.4GHz, most of these beatnote frequencies lie far out-
side of the phasemeters measurement bandwidth (approxi-
mately 5MHz to 25MHz).
Only three beatnotes lie inside this region,

• The carrier-carrier beatnote,
ΦPD,c(�) = Φ1,c(�) − Φ2,c(�) , (45a)
�PD,c(�) = �1,c(�) − �2,c(�) , (45b)

• The upper sideband-upper sideband beatnote,
ΦPD,sb+ (�) = Φ1,sb+ (�) − Φ2,sb+ (�) , (46a)
�PD,sb+ (�) = �1,sb+ (�) − �2,sb+ (�) , (46b)

• The lower sideband-lower sideband beatnote,
ΦPD,sb− (�) = Φ1,sb− (�) − Φ2,sb− (�) , (47a)
�PD,sb− (�) = �1,sb− (�) − �2,sb− (�) , (47b)

Because the sidebands of the lasers on left and right MOSAs
are offset by 2.4GHz and 2.401GHz, respectively, and be-
cause we always interfere beams from left and right MOSAs,
these three beatnotes will always be offset by 1MHz. There-
fore, they can be tracked individually by the phasemeter.

Each of these beatnote frequencies can be decomposed
again as a sum of large frequency offsets and small fluctua-
tions, and we recover equations similar to eq. (40). Therefore,
the carrier and sideband parts of a modulated laser beam can
be implemented as three distinct beams in the simulation, from
which we form three beatnotes.

As described in the previous sections, we only include the
carrier and upper-sideband laser beams in our model; as a con-
sequence, we only compute the carrier-carrier and the upper
sideband-upper sideband beatnotes.

4. ISI, TMI, and RFI beatnotes

To obtain the beatnote phases (or frequencies) measured by
the ISI, TMI, and RFI, we can substitute in the previous equa-
tions the phases (or frequencies) of the interfering beams.

As discussed above, the beatnote polarities are arbitrary. As
a convention, we will always write the beatnote phase (and
frequencies) as the difference of the distant or adjacent beam
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PHASEMETER

ADC DPLLDPLL

75 MHz

80 MHz

PHOTORECEIVER

+

!

USO

Figure 4. Overview of the phase readout chain of LISA, adapted
from [27]. The photoreceiver converts the optical signal to electric
signals, which are then digitized by the ADC. The intrinsic timing
jitter of the ADC is corrected by a 75MHz pilot tone superimposed
to the photoreceiver signal. The phasemeter DPLLs then tracks the
beatnote phases.

phase (or frequency) and the local beam phase (or frequency),

�(�) = �distant/adjacent(�) − �local(�) , (48a)
�(�) = �distant/adjacent(�) − �local(�) . (48b)

Following the optical-bench design of fig. 2, we have the fol-
lowing beatnote phase offsets and fluctuations, for both carri-
ers and sidebands,

�isi12 (�) = �isi12←21(�) − �isi12←12(�) , (49a)
�tmi12 (�) = �tmi12←13(�) − �tmi12←12(�) , (49b)
�rfi12 (�) = �rfi12←13(�) − �rfi12←12(�) , (49c)

and similarly for beatnote frequencies.

IV. PHASE READOUT, FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION,
AND CLOCK ERRORMODELLING

We show in fig. 4 an overview of the LISA phase readout
chain, adapted from [27] (where technical details on the phase
readout and frequency distribution system can be found). The
optical beatnotes are converted to electrical signals by pho-
toreceivers, which are then digitized by an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). The phase of these digital signals are then
tracked by digital phase-locked loops (DPLLs).

The phasemeter is driven by an 80MHz clock signal. In-
side the phasemeter, the ADC samples the electrical beatnotes
at the same rate, with an additional timing jitter intrinsic to
the ADC. This ADC jitter results in a phase error in the mea-
sured beatnotes, which is expected above the requirements. To
correct for the ADC jitter, an additional periodic pilot tone sig-
nal at 75MHz is derived from the on-board clock and super-
imposed on each electrical signal fed to the phasemeter. The
pilot tone phase is tracked alongside themain beatnotes in ded-
icated DPLL channels. By comparing the measured pilot tone
phase against its nominal 75MHz value, the ADC jitter can
be corrected in the main beatnotes, such that the pilot tone be-
comes the effective reference clock signal for the phase mea-
surements.

PERFORMANCE CRITICAL

80 MHzPM

75 MHzPT

2.4 GHz (optical)EOM

2.401 GHz (optical)EOM

x 240

÷ 32

÷ 30

x 240.1

x 8

!

USO
10 MHz

Figure 5. Overview over the USO frequency distribution on one op-
tical bench, based on [27]. Not depicted is a possible electrical com-
parison between the 2.4GHz and 2.401GHz signals. Note that the
phasemeter clock is not performance critical, and could be synthe-
sized from either the 2.4GHz signal or directly from the USO, indi-
cated by two possible connections in dotted lines.

A. Readout noise

We directly simulate the optical beatnote frequencies. Our
simulated electrical signals are therefore the same quantities,
with the addition of a readout noise termN ro(�). This readout
noise accounts for both shot noise and any errors due to front-
end electronic in the photoreceivers; refer to appendix B for
more details.

B. Phasemeter and pilot tone

Because the photoreceiver signals are already simulated as
discrete beatnote frequency samples, we do not directly simu-
late the digitization process of the ADC nor the phase tracking
by the DPLLs.
Furthermore, we do not simulate the pilot tone correction,

but assume that it perfectly removes the ADC jitter. We do
account for timing errors in the pilot tone itself, which are also
expected above the requirements. These pilot tone errors will
be corrected using the sidebands introduced in section III B.
Refer to the next section IV for how we model the pilot tone
and sideband signals.

C. Frequency distribution and clock signals

1. Frequency distribution scheme

Most subsystems on board LISA are driven by timing sig-
nals derived from the USO. In our simulation model, we focus
on processes for which timing is performance critical, which
are summarized in fig. 5.
In LISA, each spacecraft uses one dedicated clock, from

which all timing signals are derived. The clock is realized by
an USO, which generates a clock signal with a nominal fre-
quency of �USO = 10MHz. As described above, the tim-
ing reference for all phasemeter measurements is the pilot
tone, which is derived from the USO by first up-converting
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its 10MHz signal to 2.4GHz, and then converting that sig-
nal to the desired �PT = 75MHz using frequency dividers.
This conversion chain allows for a very stable phase relation-
ship between the electrical pilot tone and the 2.4GHz optical
sideband [27], which are used in post-processing to reduce the
timing errors of the pilot tone itself [22, 28–32].

The 2.401GHz sidebands used on right MOSAs, on the
other hand, are less stable with respect to the pilot tone. This
is acceptable, as additional clock noise in this signal can be
corrected for using the sideband beatnotes in the RFI [22, 32].

Lastly, any errors in the 80MHz phasemeter clock are also
corrected by the pilot tone correction, such that it is not per-
formance critical and could either be directly synthesized from
the USO or from the 2.4GHz signal. This choice is currently
irrelevant for our simulation since we directly simulate the pi-
lot tone as reference clock for all measurements.

2. Clock signal model

We model the pilot tone signal as a periodic signal of the
form

VPT(�) = cos
(

2��PT[� + qi(�)]
) . (50)

Here, qi(�) describes the timing deviations of the pilot tone
generated on spacecraft iwith respect to the TPS �i, expressedin the latter4.

We further decompose qi(�) using two time series,
qi(�) = qoi (�) + q

�
i (�) , (51)

to model large deterministic effects (such as clock frequency
offsets and drifts) and small in-band stochastic fluctuations. As
before, we do not simulate the 75MHz signal itself, but only
qoi (�) and q�i (�) (or rather q̇oi (�) and q̇�i (�) as the pilot tones
fractional frequency fluctuations).

The clock signal is used to create the sidebands, as described
in section III C. The total phase of the sideband modulation
signals is modeled as

�mij ⋅ (� + qi(�) +Mij(�)) . (52)
Here, �mij is the constant nominal frequency5 of the modulating
signal on optical bench ij. Imperfections in the frequency con-
version between the pilot tone and the sidebands are modeled
by an additional modulation noise termMij(�).

D. Timer model

In order to model timestamping and pseudo-ranging
(c.f., section VII), we not only need the frequency fluctuations

4 The dominant noise source in the pilot tone generation is the USO it-
self [27], such that we assume the statistical properties of the pilot tone
noise to be identical to those of the USO noise.

5 By definition, these frequencies are at their nominal values. The real mod-
ulation signals will have a frequency offset due to the terms qi andMij ineq. (15).

of the local clock, but also the time shown by each space-
craft timer. These times must be tracked down to at least ns-
precision while reaching values of around 108 s at the end of
the 10 years of extended mission. The use of double-precision
floating-point numbers is not compatible with such a dynamic
range. Therefore, we simulate offsets of that timer relative to
the associated TPS ��̂�ii (�) ≡ ��̂i(�), called timer deviations,
which evolve slowly with time. The total clock time6 �̂�ii (�) asa function of the TPS can then be computed by

�̂�ii (�) = � + ��̂i(�) . (53)
Timer deviations are closely related to the clock timing jitter,

��̂i(�) = qi(�) + ��̂1,0 . (54)
In this equation, ��̂1,0 accounts for the fact that we don’t knowthe true time �1,0 at which we turn on the timer, i.e., we can’t
directly relate the initial phase of the clock signal qi(�1,0) toany external time frame.

E. Signal sampling

1. Signal sampling in terms of phase

The photoreceiver signals recorded, say, on spacecraft 1, are
generated according to the TPS �1. The measurements that
are eventually telemetered, however, are recorded and times-
tamped with clock time �̂1. As a consequence, we need to
resample the photoreceiver signals from the TPS to the clock
time frame.
If a photoreceiver signalΦPD is expressed in terms of phase,

this can be achieved following eq. (3),
Φ�̂1PD(�) = Φ

�1
PD(�

�̂1
1 (�)) . (55)

Therefore, we need to compute the TPS � �̂11 (�) given a given
clock time �. This quantity can be computed by writing
eq. (53) evaluated at � �̂11 (�),

�̂�11 (�
�̂1
1 (�)) = �

�̂1
1 (�) + ��̂1(�

�̂1
1 (�)) . (56)

We use eq. (3) to re-write the left-hand side, which gives, after
rearranging,

� �̂11 (�) = � − ��̂1(�
�̂1
1 (�)) . (57)

We can solve this implicit equation for � �̂11 (�) iteratively, bycomputing
��̂(0)1 (�) = ��̂1(�) , (58a)

��̂(n+1)1 (�) = ��̂1(� − ��̂
(n)
1 (�)) , (58b)

6 This timescale will be realized in practice by the so-called spacecraft
elapsed time (SCET), which is the only timescale directly available onboard
the satellites.
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such that
lim
n→∞

��̂(n)1 (�) = ��̂1(�
�̂1
1 (�)) . (59)

Since the timer deviations are evolving slowly, the iteration
converges quickly. In our simulations, we stop after two itera-
tions, such that

� �̂11 (�) ≈ � − ��̂
(2)
1 (�) . (60)

We can then plug the previous equation in eq. (55) to write
all frame-independent measurements as a functions of the cor-
rect recording times Φ�̂1PD(�), given the same quantities ex-
pressed in the TPS. We find

Φ�̂1PD(�) ≈ Φ
�1
PD(� − ��̂

(2)
1 (�)) . (61)

This operation can be implemented with time-varying frac-
tional delay filter (interpolation).

We introduce the timestamping operator Ti, which shifts a
signal s(�) from the TPS to the clock time of spacecraft i. For-
mally, its action is given by

Tis(�) = s(� − ��̂
(2)
1 (�)) . (62)

Using this shorthand notation, eq. (61) now reads
Φ�̂1PD(�) = Φ

�1
PD(�

�̂i
1 (�)) ≈ T1Φ

�1
PD(�) . (63)

Note that this is only valid for measurements expressed in
phase, as frequencies are not frame-independent quantities.

2. Sampling errors in terms of frequency

The effect of sampling can also be expressed in terms of
total frequency, where it manifests itself as a Doppler-like fre-
quency shift.

In the following paragraph, we compute frequencies by tak-
ing the derivative of phase with respect to the clock time, since
this is the time reference that the phasemeter will use to mea-
sure the signal frequency. From eq. (55), and denoting func-
tion composition as (Φ�1PD◦� �̂11 )(�) = Φ�1PD(� �̂11 (�)), we have

� �̂1PD(�) =
dΦ�̂1PD
d�

(�) =
d(Φ�1PD◦�

�̂1
1 )

d�
(�) . (64)

Using the chain rule,

��̂1PD(�) = �
�1
PD(�

�̂1
1 (�)) ×

d� �̂11
d�

(�) . (65)

To compute the derivative of � �̂11 (�), let us differentiate thedefining implicit eq. (57),
d� �̂11
d�

(�) = 1 −
d(��̂1◦�

�̂1
1 )

d�
(�)

= 1 −
d��̂1
d�

(

� �̂11 (�)
)

×
d� �̂11
d�

(�) .
(66)

Using eq. (54), we find d��̂1∕d� = q̇1(�). Inserting this iden-
tity, we can rearrange the previous equation to get

d� �̂11
d�

(�) = 1
1 + q̇1(�

�̂1
1 (�))

, (67)

which finally yields for the total frequency,

� �̂1PD(�) =
��1PD(�

�̂1
1 (�))

1 + q̇1(�
�̂1
1 (�))

≈ T1

[

��1PD(�)
1 + q̇1(�)

]

. (68)

3. Sampling in two-variable decomposition

We now want to describe the effect of timing errors in
the framework of two-variable decomposition. This will al-
low us to split the sampling errors derived previously into
large deterministic offsets in themeasurement timestamps, and
small stochastic fluctuations that enter as an additional noise
term. The latter represent what is often referred to as clock
noise [e.g., 20].
However, we want to make it clear once more that this de-

composition is entirely artificial. Both slow drifts and in-band
clock noise describe the same physical process, namely the in-
stability of the USO, on different time scales.
The sampling process applies to the total phase of each pho-

toreceiver signal, given by eq. (37) as
Φ�̂1PD(�) = Φ

�1
PD(�

�̂1
1 (�))

= �oPD(�
�̂1
1 (�)) + �

�
PD(�

�̂1
1 (�)) .

(69)

Since �oPD(�) is very quickly evolving, small (first-order) tim-
ing fluctuations in � �̂11 (�) must appear in the measurement de-
scribed by ��PD(�). Thus, we must account for the cross cou-
pling between �oPD(�) and ��PD(�), and we cannot simply time
shift both components individually.

We can insert eqs. (51) and (54) into eq. (57) to get
� �̂11 (�) = � − ��̂1,0 − q

o
1(�

�̂1
1 (�)) − q

�
1(�

�̂1
1 (�)) . (70)

We model clock noise fluctuations q̇�1 as band-limited noise,
such that they remain small and we can expand the �o term in
eq. (69) to first order in q̇�1,

Φ�̂1PD(�) = �
o
PD(� − ��̂1,0 − q

o
1(�

�̂1
1 (�))) + �

�
PD(�

�̂1
1 (�))

− �oPD(� − ��̂1,0 − q
o
1(�

�̂1
1 (�)))q

�
1(�

�̂1
1 (�)) .

(71)

Finally, we obtain the two variable-decomposition for the re-
sampled photoreceiver phase.

��̂1,oPD (�) ≈ �
o
PD(� − ��̂1,0 − T1qo1(�)) , (72a)

��̂1,�PD (�) ≈ T1��PD(�) − �
o
PD(� − ��̂1,0 − T1qo1(�))

× T1q�1(�) .
(72b)
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For frequency data, we start with eq. (68), and decompose
again clock noise q̇1 into two variables, as explained in sec-
tion IV. We then expand it to first order in q̇�1 to get

1
1 + q̇o1(�

�̂1
1 (�)) + q̇

�
1(�

�̂1
1 (�))

≈

1
1 + q̇o1(�

�̂1
1 (�))

−
q̇�1(�

�̂1
1 (�))

[1 + q̇o1(�
�̂1
1 (�))]

2
.

(73)

So in total, we have
��̂1PD(�) ≈ �

�1
PD(�

�̂1
1 (�))

×
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

1
1 + q̇o1(�

�̂1
1 (�))

−
q̇�1(�

�̂1
1 (�))

[1 + q̇o1(�
�̂1
1 (�))]

2

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

. (74)

We now expand ��1PD(�) = ��1,oPD (�) + ��1,�PD (�), and neglect
the small coupling of q�1(�) to the already small fluctuations
��1,�PD (�). We collect the terms to express the photodiode sig-
nal offsets � �̂1,oPD (�) and fluctuations � �̂1,�PD (�) after shifting to theclock time, using eq. (61),

� �̂1,oPD (�) ≈
T1�

�1,o
PD (�))

1 + T1q̇o1(�)
, (75a)

� �̂1,�PD (�) ≈
T1�

�1,�
PD (�)

1 + T1q̇o1(�)
−

T1�
�1,o
PD (�)T1q̇

�
1(�)

[1 + T1q̇o1(�)]
2

. (75b)

To simplify further our equations, we define the frequency
timestamping operator, which includes the rescaling by 1+ q̇o1.It is formally defined by its action on a signal s(�),

Ṫis(�) = Ti
[

s(�)
1 + q̇oi (�)

]

=
Tis(�)

1 + Tiq̇oi (�)
. (76)

Now, photoreceiver frequency signals in the clock time frame
of spacecraft 1 read

��̂1,oPD (�) ≈ Ṫ1�
�1,o
PD (�) , (77a)

� �̂1,�PD (�) ≈ Ṫ1

[

��1,�PD (�) −
��1,oPD (�)q̇

�
1(�)

1 + q̇o1(�)

]

. (77b)

V. ONBOARD PROCESSING

In this section, we describe the processing steps the readout
signals undergo on board the spacecraft, and in particular the
filtering and downsampling steps. The sampling rates used in
our simulation are shown schematically in fig. 6. We then give
the expression of the main measurement signals, which are the
main outputs of the simulation.

A. Filtering and downsampling

1. Physics sampling rate

As described in section IV, the onboard phasemeters track
the phase (or, equivalently, the instantaneous frequency) of
sampled and digitized versions of the MHz beatnotes us-
ing DPLLs running at 80MHz. The resulting signals are
then downsampled in multiple steps to the final measurement
rate [33], before they are telemetered down to Earth.
For performance reasons, we cannot simulate continuous

analog signals nor DPLL signals at their real sampling rate.
Instead, we use a discretized representation and rely on high-
level models to capture the most significant effects. In our sim-
ulations, continuous quantities, as well as photoreceiver sig-
nals and beatnote measurements, are simulated at the physics
rate

f phy
s = 16Hz . (78)

Note that this physics rate matches the penultimate downsam-
pling step of the real onboard decimation chain (described be-
low), which is used by the DFACS.

2. Antialiasing filters

The 80MHz beatnotes signals are then filtered and down-
sampled to various lower sampling rates, and ultimately to the
final measurement rate of 4Hz. The 4Hz data are then teleme-
tered down to Earth. High-order digital low-pass finite im-
pulse response (FIR) filters, as well as cascading filters, are
expected to be used to prevent noise aliasing in the frequency
band relevant for LISA data analysis, between 10−4 Hz and
1Hz [33]. These filters must strongly attenuate the signals
above the Nyquist frequency, while maintaining a high gain
and low phase distortion below 1Hz. Their precise implemen-
tation is still under development.
In the simulation, we use a single digital symmetrical FIR

filter to go from f phy
s to the final measurement sampling rate

of
fmeas
s = 4Hz . (79)

The default implementation of the anti-aliasing filter is de-
scribed in appendix D.

3. Decimation

Once the beatnote frequency measurements are filtered, we
use a four-fold decimation (we select 1 sample out of 4) to pro-
duce the final 4Hz telemetry data. They are the main output
of the simulation.
Analytically, we model the filtering and downsampling step

with the continuous, linear filter operator F, which is applied
to the beatnote frequency measurements.
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ADC & DPPL Downsampling Downsampling16 Hz

Continous
EM amplitude
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voltage

16 Hz

80 MHz
beatnote phase
(or frequency)

16 Hz

16 Hz
beatnote phase
used by DFACS
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4 Hz
telemetered

beatnote phase

Photoreceiver

Figure 6. Overview of the real signal sampling rates, from continuous optical and electrical signals, to the cascaded downsampled signals down
to the telemetered 4Hz data. We also indicate the sampling rates used in the simulation (in grey boxes) to represent these signals; continuous
and high-frequency signals are represented by discrete 16Hz simulated quantities, while the telemetry data is simulated at their true 4Hz rate.

B. Telemetered beatnote measurements

We summarize here the downsampled, filtered beatnote
measurements output by the phasemeter, i.e., the inter-
spacecraft, test-mass, reference carrier and sideband beatnote
frequencies. They are ultimately telemetered down to Earth7.

1. Beatnote measurement notation

For these beatnote measurements, we introduce a clear no-
tation that uses the name of the associated interferometer and
its index, complemented by the type of beam (carrier or side-
band). The real phasemeter will only produce the total fre-
quency or the total phase of the signal. For our studies, how-
ever, it is often useful to also have access to the underlying off-
sets and fluctuations in two separate variables, which is why
we give here the signals in this form. The simulation will pro-
vide an additional output for the total frequency, given as the
sum of the two components.

For readability’s sake, we drop all time arguments. We use
delay operators to account for time shifts that appear when
propagating signals. We denoteD12 the delay operator associ-ated with the PPR do12(�) defined in section III E, such that forany signal s(�),

D12s(�) = s(� − do12(�)) . (80)

Furthermore, we introduce the Doppler-delay operator, which
is defined as

Ḋ12s(�) = (1 − ḋo12(�))s(� − d
o
12(�)) . (81)

We also make use of the timestamping operators Ṫi intro-duced in section IVE, and the downsampling and filtering op-
erator F.

7 As mentioned before, there are other data streams, such as the angular read-
outs provided byDWS, which we do not model here. Themeasured pseudo-
range (MPR) measurements are described in section VII.

2. Beatnote frequency offsets

We will also use a shorthand notation for the beatnote fre-
quency offsets in the TPS, which we define by

ac12 ≡ �oisi12,c = Ḋ12O21 − �0ḋo12 − O12 , (82a)
asb12 ≡ �oisi12,sb = a

c
12 + Ḋ12(�m21(1 + q̇

o
2)) − �

m
12(1 + q̇

o
1) ,
(82b)

bc12 ≡ �orfi12,c = O13 − O12 , (82c)
bsb12 ≡ �orfi12,sb = b

c
12 + (�

m
13 − �

m
12)(1 + q̇

o
1) . (82d)

3. Locked-laser quantities

In addition, most of the laser-related terms p12, O12 will bedetermined by the laser locking scheme, as described in sec-
tion VI.

4. ISI beatnote frequencies

The carrier-carrier beatnote frequency measurement in the
ISIs reads

isio12,c = FṪ1ac12 , (83a)
isi�12,c = FṪ1

[

Ḋ12ṗ21 − (�0 + D12�o21,c)

×
(

Ḣ12 + Ṅob
isi12←21

)

−
(

ṗ12 − (�0 + �o12,c)Ṅ
ob
isi12←12

)

+ Ṅ ro
isi12,c −

ac12q̇
�
1

1 + qo1

]

,

(83b)

isi12,c = isio12,c + isi�12,c , (83c)
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while the sideband-sideband beatnote frequency measurement
is given by

isio12,sb = FṪ1asb12 , (84a)
isi�12,sb = FṪ1

[

Ḋ12
(

ṗ21 + �m21[q̇
�
2 + Ṁ21]

)

−
(

ṗ12 + �m12[q̇
�
1 + Ṁ12]

)

− (�0 + D12�o21,sb)

×
(

Ḣ12 + Ṅob
isi12←21

)

+ (�0 + �o12,sb)Ṅ
ob
isi12←21

+ Ṅ ro
isi12,sb −

asb12q̇
�
1

1 + qo1

]

,
(84b)

isi12,sb = isio12,sb + isi�12,sb . (84c)

5. RFI beatnote frequencies

The carrier-carrier beatnote frequency measurement in the
RFIs reads

rfio12,c = FṪ1bc12 , (85a)
rfi�12,c = FṪ1

[

(ṗ13 − (�0 + �o13,c)(Ṅ
bl
12 + Ṅ

ob
rfi12←13))

− (ṗ12 − (�0 + �o12,c)Ṅ
ob
rfi12←12)

+ Ṅ ro
rfi12,c −

bc12q̇
�
1

1 + qo1

] ,
(85b)

rfi12,c = rfio12,c + rfi�12,c , (85c)

while the 6 sideband-sideband beatnote frequency measure-
ments are given by

rfio12,sb = FṪ1bsb12 , (86a)
rfi�12,sb = FṪ1

[

(ṗ13 + �m13[q̇1 + Ṁ13]

− (�0 + �o13,sb)(Ṅ
bl
12 + Ṅ

ob
rfi12←13))

− (ṗ12 + �m12[q̇1 + Ṁ12] − (�0 + �o12,sb)Ṅ
ob
rfi12←12)

+ Ṅ ro
rfi12,sb −

bsb12q̇
�
1

1 + qo1

]

,
(86b)

rfio12,sb = rfio12,sb + rfi�12,sb . (86c)

6. TMI beatnote frequencies

The 6 carrier-carrier beatnote frequency measurements in
the TMIs read
tmio12,c = FṪ1bc12 , (87a)
tmi�12,c = FṪ1

[

(ṗ13 − (�0 + �o13,c)(Ṅ
bl
12 + Ṅ

ob
tmi12←13))

− (ṗ12 − (�0 + �o12,c)(N
ob
tmi12←12 − 2N

�
12))

+ Ṅ ro
tmi12,c −

bc12q̇
�
1

1 + qo1

]

,
(87b)

tmi12,c = tmio12,c + tmi�12,c . (87c)
As mentioned previously, we do not model sideband beat-

note measurements in the TMIs.

VI. LASER LOCKING AND FREQUENCY PLANNING

As mentioned in section III C, each laser source is either
frequency-locked to a resonant cavity or phase-locked to an-
other laser source using a specific interferometric beatnote. In
this section, we describe how we simulate these laser locking
control loops. We then list the various locking configurations
available for LISA in its baseline configuration.

A. Frequency planning

The beatnote frequencies that can be measured by the LISA
phasemeters are limited to between 5MHz and 25MHz8.
As a consequence, all beatnote frequencies need to be con-
trolled to fall in this range, which is achieved by introducing
pre-determined offset frequencies in the laser locking control
loops. A set of these frequency offsets for all lasers over the
whole mission duration is called a frequency plan.
The problem of finding such frequency plans has recently

been studied (G. Heinzel, LISA Consortium internal technical
note, November 2018), and exact solutions have been found.
We will use these solutions as an input to the simulation.

B. Locking condition

Laser locking is achieved by controlling the frequency of
a laser, such that a given beatnote frequency �PD(�) remains
equal to a pre-programmed reference value �PD,r(�). We do not
simulate the actual control loop, but instead directly compute
the correct offsets and fluctuations of the locked laser for this
locking condition to be satisfied.

8 The exact frequency range remains to be defined. In addition, somemargins
are required for both the upper and lower bounds to account for the sideband
beatnotes, which are offset by 1MHz from the carrier beatnotes.
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We perform this computation in the TPS. We consider the
frequency lock to be perfect9. This means that the locking
beatnote offset is exactly equal to the desired value (with re-
spect to the local clock, as the latter drives the control loop),
and the locked lasers fluctuations are chosen in such a way that
they exactly cancel the fluctuations in the beatnote signal.

Note that the locking conditions are only fulfilled in the lo-
cal clock time frame, such that the locking beatnote offset ex-
pressed in the TPS will be different from the reference value.

In terms of phase, the result of this control is that the mea-
sured beatnote phase ΦPD(�) is controlled to be exactly equal
to a pre-programmed reference value ΦPD,r(�). The locked
lasers phase drifts and fluctuations are given as

�ol (�) and ��l (�) , (88)
while those of the reference laser are

�or(�) and ��r(�) . (89)
The locking condition is derived by solving

��i,oPD (�) = �
�i,o
PD,r(�) and ��i,�PD (�) = �

�i,�
PD,r(�) . (90)

The laser control loop operates on data delivered by the
phasemeter at a high frequency of 80MHz (K. Yamamoto, per-
sonal communication, May 2021). As such, we simulate the
locking before applying any filtering or downsampling.

The total phase of the photodiode signal reads
ΦPD(�) = Φr(�) − Φl(�) , (91)

such that we end up with photodiode signals as given in sec-
tion IV, including readout noise terms,

�oPD(�) = �
o
r(�) − �

o
l (�) , (92a)

��PD(�) = �
�
r(�) − �

�
l (�) +N

ro
PD(�) , (92b)

The reference signal��iPD,r(�) is determined by the phaseme-
ter clock, which is derived from the onboard USO, such that it
is a perfect phase ramp at the desired beatnote frequency �PD,rwhen expressed in the local clock time frame. Our control loop
is simulated in the TPS, and using eqs. (3) and (53), we obtain

��iPD,r(�) = �
�̂i
PD,r(�̂i(�)) = �PD,r(� + qi(�)) . (93)

We decompose this into large phase drifts and small fluctua-
tions,

��i,oPD,r(�) = �PD,r(� + q
o
i (�)) , (94a)

��i,�PD,r(�) = �PD,rq
�
i (�) . (94b)

9 In reality, the locking control loops will have finite gain and bandwidth,
such that the locking beatnotes can still contain out-of-band glitches and
noise residuals.

Substituting eq. (94) in eqs. (92a) and (92b), we find the
locked laser phase drifts and fluctuations

�ol (�) = �
o
r(�) − �PD,r(� + q

o
i (�)) , (95a)

��l (�) = �
�
r(�) − �PD,rq

�
i (�) +N

ro
PD(�) . (95b)

Taking the derivative of these equations yields equivalent ex-
pressions in frequency,

�ol (�) = �
o
r (�) − �PD,r(1 + q̇

o
i (�)) , (96a)

��l (�) = �
�
r (�) − �PD,rq̇

�
i (�) + Ṅ

ro
PD(�) . (96b)

Note that these equations describe the locked laser at the
photodiode. To properly simulate this effect, we need the
locked lasers frequency at the laser source, which we de-
note here as �̄l(�). In section IV, we subtract from the local
beam frequency fluctuations an optical pathlength noise term
Ṅob

PD(�) during its propagation from the laser source to the pho-
todiode. As a consequence, we have

�̄�l (�) = �
�
r (�) − �PD,rq̇

�
i (�) + Ṅ

ro
PD(�)

+ (�0 + �ol (�))Ṅ
ob
PD(�)

(97)

for the local locked lasers fluctuations.

C. Locking configurations

In total, 5 of the 6 lasers in the constellation are locked (di-
rectly or indirectly) to one primary laser. Each of the locked
lasers is locked to either the adjacent laser, using the RFI, so
that eqs. (96a) and (97) read

O12(�) = �orfi12←13(�) − �rfi12,r(1 + q̇
o
1(�)) , (98a)

p12(�) = ��rfi12←13(�) − �rfi12,rq̇
�
1(�) + Ṅ

ro
rfi12 (�)

+ (�0 + O12(�))Ṅob
rfi12←12 ,

(98b)

or to the distant laser, using the ISI, such that we get
O12(�) = �oisi12←21(�) − �isi12,r(1 + q̇

o
1(�)) , (99a)

p12(�) = ��isi12←21(�) − �isi12,rq̇
�
1(�) + Ṅ

ro
isi12(�)

+ (�0 + O12(�))Ṅob
isi12←ij .

(99b)

These expressions can be substituted into the equations of
section VB to derive the telemetered beatnote measurements
with locked lasers.

The LISA model presented here permits 6 distinct locking
topologies. For each of them, we have the freedom to choose
the primary laser, such that, in total, we have 36 possible lock-
ing configurations. We plot the 6 configurations with laser 12
as the primary laser in fig. 7. The other 30 combinations can
be deduced by applying permutations of the indices.
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Figure 7. Laser locking configurations for laser 12 as primary laser.

VII. PSEUDO-RANGING

In addition to the GHz sideband modulation, each laser
beam will also carry an additional modulation with a pre-
determined pseudo-random noise (PRN) code used for abso-
lute ranging and timing synchronization. The basic measure-
ment principle is to correlate the received PRN code in each
ISI with a local copy generated on the receiving spacecraft.
The result of this measurement is the measured pseudo-range
(MPR), which contains information on both the light travel
time between the spacecraft and the clock desynchronization.

A. Pseudo-ranging modulation

The PRN modulation is performed at a relatively high fre-
quency of around 2MHz, far outside our simulation band-
width. We therefore do not model the actual phase modula-
tion. This modulation also causes a small additional noise in
our measurement band, at a level below 1 pmHz−0.5 in units
of displacement [34], which we do not model. In addition, we
only model the PRN measurement in the ISI, and completely
ignore the presence of the PRN codes in the other interferom-
eters.

Instead, we model this measurement by directly propagat-
ing the time deviations of each spacecraft timer with respect to
their TPSs, alongside the laser beams. The MPR is then com-
puted as the difference between the received and local timer.

Similarly to the main interferometric measurements and as
described in section VA, pseudo-ranging simulation is per-
formed at f phy

s , while the MPRs are ultimately filtered and
downsampled to a lower rate fmeas

s .

B. Pseudo-ranging as clock time difference

We consider in the following paragraphs a beam received
by optical bench 12 at the receiver TPS �, which was emit-
ted from optical bench 21 at emitter TPS � − d12(�). Here,
the PPR d12(�) contains the light time of flight, as well as the
conversion between the two proper times.
Conceptually, the MPR measures the pseudo-range, given

as the difference between the time �̂�11 (�) shown by the local
clock of the receiving spacecraft at the event of reception of the
beam, and the time �̂�22 (� − d12(�)) shown by the local clock
of the sending spacecraft at the event of emission of the beam.
In reality, the MPR only measures the pseudo-range up to the
repetition period of the PRN code, which is around 1ms. The
full pseudo-range is then recovered by combining the MPR
measurements with ground-based observations.
At the moment, we do not simulate this effect and assume

that the MPR directly gives the pseudo-range without ambi-
guity. In addition, we assume that the vacuum between the
satellites is sufficiently good that we can neglect (or compen-
sate for) any dispersion effects, such that the PRN code suffers
exactly the same delay as the carrier and sidebands.
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Thus, we can model the MPR as the difference
R12(�) = �̂1(�) − �̂2(� − d12(�)) +NR

12(�) , (100)
whereNR

12(�) is a ranging noise term modeling imperfections
in the overall correlation scheme.

C. Pseudo-ranging in terms of timer deviations

As explained in section IVD, we do not simulate the total
clock time �̂1(�) for each spacecraft, but only deviations ��̂1(�)from the associated TPS,

�̂1(�) = � + ��̂1(�) and �̂2(�) = � + ��̂2(�) . (101)
Inserting these definitions into eq. (100) yields
R12(�) = ��̂1(�) −

[

��̂2
(

� − d12(�)
)

− d12(�)
]

+NR
12(�) .(102)

Let us define the clock time of the sending spacecraft prop-
agated to the photodiode of the distant inter-spacecraft inter-
ferometer as

��̂isi12←2(�) ≈ ��̂3(� − d12(�)) − d12(�) . (103)
We can then express the MPR as the simple difference

R12(�) ≈ ��̂1(�) − ��̂isi12←2(�) +N
R
12(�) . (104)

In our simulation, we make the additional assumption that
d12 ≈ do12 for this measurement. This is valid since the terms
contained in d�12 (in our simulation model, only H12) createtiming jitters much less than a nanosecond.
Notice that in eq. (104), we compute the MPR as a function

of the receiving TPSs, so that formally R12 = R�112. In reality,
the MPR is measured according to the clock time of the re-
ceiving spacecraft, R�̂112. Similarly to all other measurements,
we simulate this by first generating R�112 and then resampling
the resulting time series to obtain R�̂112, as described in sec-
tion IVE.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION

The model presented in the previous sections has been im-
plemented independently in two LISA Consortium simulators,
namely LISA INSTRUMENT and LISANODE.
In this section, we briefly describe the structure of both

simulators and highlight the key differences between them.
Results obtained from these simulators are presented in sec-
tion IX.

A. LISA Instrument

LISA INSTRUMENT [35] is a Python-based implementation
of the simulation model described in this paper. It is designed

TELEMETERED BEATNOTES & MPRs

FILTER AND DOWNSAMPLE MEASUREMENTS

RESAMPLE MEASUREMENTS TO CLOCK TIME FRAMES

COMPUTE OPTICAL BEATNOTES,
MEASURED BEATNOTE FREQUENCIES AND MPRs

PROPAGATE LOCAL BEAMS TO ADJACENT
AND DISTANT MOSAs

GENERATE LOCAL BEAMS

GENERATE NOISE TIME SERIES

Figure 8. LISA INSTRUMENT simulation workflow. At each stage,
entire time series are generated. In the end, the simulation products
comprise the telemetered beatnotes and the MPRs.

to facilitate fast exploratory studies, run quick or partial sim-
ulations (instrumental effects and noises can easily be toggled
on and off), and prototype new features.
LISA INSTRUMENT ships as a standalone Python package.

As a consequence, it is easy to install, use, and integrate in
traditional workflows, such as Jupyter Notebooks. LISA IN-
STRUMENT does not require a custom installation and can be
used out-of-the-box on most computing clusters.
LISA INSTRUMENT relies strongly on traditional numerical

libraries, such as NUMPY and SCIPY [36, 37], and therefore
benefits from fast optimized vectorized operations as it handles
large arrays of data. Its runtime performance is studied and
compared to that of LISANODE in fig. 9.
LISA INSTRUMENT runs stage-by-stage simulations, where

time series are generated for the entire simulation duration at
each stage. The main stages of a simulation are represented
in fig. 8. First, time series are generated for all noises enabled
in the simulation, following the prescription of appendix B.
LISA INSTRUMENT uses FIR and cascaded RC filters [38]
to generate the noise time series. Then, local beam frequen-
cies are computed (see section III C). Local beams from locked
laser sources are obtained by substituting the results of lock-
ing condition equations found in section VIC. These local
beams are then propagated to obtain the adjacent and distant
beam frequency time series (see sections III D and III E). Opti-
cal beatnotes and measured beatnote frequencies are obtained
from the equations derived in sections III F and IV. MPRs
are also computed according to the model described in sec-
tion VII. At this point, both beatnote frequencies and MPRs
are expressed as functions of their respective TPSs; they are re-
sampled at the next stage to their associated clock time frames,
following the methodology given in section IVE. Finally, all
measurements are filtered and downsampled (c.f., sectionVA)
to obtain the telemetered beatnote frequencies and MPR mea-
surements described in section VB.
A downside of this simple implementation is that memory

usage increases drastically with the simulation length. Mem-
ory pressure can become limiting for long simulations (typ-
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ically more than a few months, see section VIII C) if many
noises and instrumental effects are enabled. The alternative
implementation of the same simulation model, described in
the next section, is overall less flexible but is optimized for
long simulations.

B. LISANode

LISANODE [39, 40] is a simulation framework that allows
the user to buildmodular simulation graphs out of atomic com-
putational units, called nodes. This is realized using a mix
of Python and C++, where the Python code is responsible for
defining the graph structure and interconnecting the different
nodes. The nodes themselves are implemented in C++, such
that the final executable is a C++ command line program.
Using C++ offers the advantage that compiler optimizations

produce a fast executable, and allows us to reuse legacy code
from previous C++ LISA simulators, such as LISACODE [21].
Naturally, the cost is reduced readability, usability, and slower
development times. Another consequence is that LISANODE
needs to be compiled on each machine it runs. To work around
this last difficulty, we offer containerization solutions, in the
form of Docker and Singularity images that contain optimized
compiled versions of LISANODE along with the software en-
vironment necessary to run them. These images can be down-
loaded and used on local machines and on most computing
infrastructures, and do not hinder the runtime performance of
the simulations.

In LISA INSTRUMENT, data is generated for the whole sim-
ulation length. On the contrary, LISANODE creates data one
step at a time: a sample at time tn is computed for all quanti-
ties before repeating the same instructions for the next samples
tn+1. New samples are therefore simulated on the fly, keeping
only in memory the data that is required for the current and fu-
ture samples. This way, memory usage remains roughly con-
stant regardless of the simulation length (see section VIII C).
This allows long simulations to run on memory-constrained
machines.

C. Runtime and memory performance

We evaluate the runtime and memory performance of LISA
INSTRUMENT and LISANODE for three instrumental configu-
rations of increasing complexity. In the simple configuration,
all noises but laser noise are neglected. Most instrument ef-
fects are disabled, as we use a static constellation with constant
armlengths, do not lock the lasers, assume perfect clocks, and
set fmeas

s = f phy
s = 4Hz (no filtering or downsampling). In

the intermediate configuration, all noises and effects are acti-
vated except for clock errors (no resampling of the measure-
ment to clock time frames). We use realistic orbits and fre-
quency plan for the locking configuration N1-12. We filter all
measurements and use the nominal sampling frequencies de-
scribed in section VA. Lastly, the full configuration includes
the effects of imperfect clocks.

We run simulations of increasing durations, ranging from
1 h (1.4 × 104 telemetered samples at 4Hz for each channel)
to 6months (6.2 × 107 samples). Missing points indicates that
the simulation did not complete on our test machine (MacBook
Pro M1, 2021, 64 GB of RAM) because of excessive mem-
ory pressure or runtime. We extrapolate the results to 1 year
(dashed lines) using a linear (LISANODE) or quadratic (LISA
INSTRUMENT) fit to the existing data points.
We used the latest version of LISA INSTRUMENT and

LISANODE, and compiled three different LISANODE exe-
cutables to study the impact of optimizations: one with no
compiler optimization (compiler flag -O0), one with some op-
timizations (-O1), and one with most optimizations (-O2) en-
abled. In each case, we measure the runtime and peak memory
usage. Results are reported in fig. 9. Note that we do not in-
clude compilation time for LISANODE in these figures, which
strongly depends on the chosen optimization level (around 5 s
for -O0, 1min for -O1, and 10min for -O2).
In terms of runtime, as expected, LISA INSTRUMENT is sig-

nificantly (up to several orders of magnitude) faster for sim-
ple simulations. For intermediary configurations, LISA IN-
STRUMENT remains faster than LISANODE up to simulation
length of a month. Considering full instrumental configura-
tions, highly optimized versions of LISANODE are faster than
LISA INSTRUMENT irrespective of simulation duration. This
is especially true for simulations longer than a month, where
LISANODE runs roughly twice as fast. In addition, memory
usage can become limiting for simulations of a day or longer
on typical machines with a few GB of memory when using
LISA INSTRUMENT. LISANODE caps memory peak usage
to low values of about 100MB irrespective of the simulation
length.

D. Simulation products

For reference, we give in table I the list of quantities output
by both simulators, alongside their units, sampling rates, and
reference equations.

IX. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Telemetry measurements

We present here the results of numerical simulations per-
formed with LISA INSTRUMENT. The simulations include
all noises described in the previous sections, in addition to
a gravitational-wave signal from the loudest verification bi-
nary listed in [41]. Its orbital period is about 569.4 s and
its 4-year signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is estimated at 113.
We simulated 3 days (about 106 s) of measurements at the
final rate of fmeas

s = 4Hz. We have scaled the ampli-
tude of the gravitational-wave signal such that its 3-day SNR
matches the expected 4-year SNR. The light travel times be-
tween the spacecraft are computed from orbits files provided
by ESA [24]. They are treated as time varying but remain
roughly constant over the simulation duration, with values for
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compiler optimization levels), for three instrumental configurations of increasing complexity (from left to right) and simulations durations.
Dashed lines are used for extrapolated data.

Dataset Description Unit Sampling rate Reference
isi_carrier_offsets ISI Carrier Beatnote Frequency Offsets Hz fmeas

s 83a
isi_carrier_fluctuations ISI Carrier Beatnote Frequency Fluctuations Hz fmeas

s 83b
isi_carriers ISI Carrier Beatnote Total Frequency Hz fmeas

s 83c
isi_usb_offsets ISI Upper-Sideband Beatnote Frequency Offsets Hz fmeas

s 84a
isi_usb_fluctuations ISI Upper-Sideband Beatnote Frequency Fluctuations Hz fmeas

s 84b
isi_usbs ISI Upper-Sideband Beatnote Total Frequency Hz fmeas

s 84c
rfi_carrier_offsets RFI Carrier Beatnote Frequency Offsets Hz fmeas

s 85a
rfi_carrier_fluctuations RFI Carrier Beatnote Frequency Fluctuations Hz fmeas

s 85b
rfi_carriers RFI Carrier Beatnote Total Frequency Hz fmeas

s 85c
rfi_usb_offsets RFI Upper-Sideband Beatnote Frequency Offsets Hz fmeas

s 86a
rfi_usb_fluctuations RFI Upper-Sideband Beatnote Frequency Fluctuations Hz fmeas

s 86b
rfi_usbs RFI Upper-Sideband Beatnote Total Frequency Hz fmeas

s 86c
tmi_carrier_offsets TMI Carrier Beatnote Frequency Offsets Hz fmeas

s 85a
tmi_carrier_fluctuations TMI Carrier Beatnote Frequency Fluctuations Hz fmeas

s 87b
tmi_carriers TMI Carrier Beatnote Total Frequency Hz fmeas

s 87c
mprs MPRs s fmeas

s 104

Table I. Simulation products, alongside their units, sampling rates, and reference equations.

each link between 8.17 s and 8.32 s. Lasers are locked in the
N1-12 configuration (c.f., section VI) with a frequency plan
computed accordingly (G. Heinzel, 2020, private communica-
tion).

Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the 6 ISI beatnotes in
terms of total frequency. In the chosen locking configuration,
ISI 31 and 21 beatnotes (in green and brown, respectively) are
locking beatnotes, and therefore are piecewise linear functions
entirely determined by the frequency plan (c.f., section VI).

They do not contain any noise since we assume a perfect laser
phase-lock loop at the frequencies we study. Conversely, the
remaining ISI beatnotes (in blue, orange, red, and purple) are
non locking. Therefore, they have large MHz trends driven
by the frequency plan and the relative motion of the space-
craft, in addition to a number of noises, dominated by the
∼ 30HzHz−0.5 laser noise.
As expected, the frequency plan ensures that the beatnotes

remain in the valid range of the phasemeter, i.e., between 5 and
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Figure 10. Time series of the ISI carrier beatnote frequencies. Lock-
ing ISI carrier beatnote frequencies (green 31 and brown 21) are
piecewise linear functions driven by the frequency plan, free of any
small fluctuations (c.f. left focus on 31). Non-locking ISI carrier beat-
notes (blue 12, orange 23, red 13, and purple 32) have large trends
driven by the frequency plan and Doppler effect, and small in-band
fluctuations (c.f. right focus on 32).

25MHz in absolute value.
The amplitude spectral densities of all carrier beatnote fre-

quency fluctuations are presented in fig. 11. We used a Python
implementation the log-scale power spectral density (LPSD)
method [42] developed by C. Vorndamme with Kaiser win-
dows. We overlay the 10 pm noise reference curve (in black),
which is a typical target noise level formetrology noise in a sin-
gle LISA link [16]. Its power spectral density (PSD) in units
of frequency reads

(

2�f
1064 nm

10 pm
√

Hz

)2[

1 +
(

2mHz
f

)4
]

. (105)

We expect test-mass acceleration noise to remain above this
reference curve at low frequencies.

The non-locking ISI beatnotes (blue lines) are dominated by
laser noise (at about 30HzHz−0.5), only modulated by the one
or two-way transfer function. Further processing is required to
reduce this laser noise to below the noise requirements, which
will reveal the presence on the injected gravitational-wave sig-
nal, c.f., section IXB.

Non-locking RFI beatnotes (orange lines) contain mostly
readout noises, and therefore remain below the 10 pm noise
reference curve (refer to appendix B for the noise models used
in the simulation). Non-locking TMI beatnotes (purple lines)
contain, in addition to the same readout noises, test-mass ac-
celeration noises, which become dominant below∼ 5mHz. At
these frequencies, the test-mass acceleration noise is clearly
above the noise reference curve, as expected. At higher fre-
quencies, we see that the different TMIs have different noise
levels. On optical benches where the RFI is used for locking
most common noises in the beams cancel, and the TMI is dom-
inated by its own readout noise only. On the adjacent optical

benches, on the other hand, we see an increased noise level
due to the fibre backlink noise added to the locked laser dur-
ing propagation between the benches.
ISI and RFI locking beatnotes are represented as plain

red lines. Since we assume perfect laser phase-lock
loops, these beatnotes should be vanishing, and we measure
here the numerical noise floor of our simulations at about
10−12 HzHz−0.5, well below the expected gravitational-wave
signals at about �0 × 10−21 ≈ 10−7 Hz. Such a low numerical
noise floor can be achieved despite the large dynamic range of
the quantities in play thanks to the two-variable decomposi-
tion described in section III B 3 (the precision of beatnote fre-
quency fluctuations are only limited by the magnitude of the
laser noise).
We compare these results to what can be obtained with a

single-variable model. The same non-locking beatnote fluc-
tuations have been computed by linearly detrending the total
beatnote frequencies (to remove large out-of-band trends), and
are plotted as dashed red lines. We see a numerical noise floor
between 10−8 and 10−9 HzHz−0.5, leaving little margin with
respect to the expected magnitude of the gravitational signals
and secondary noises that we wish to simulate and study.
Next, fig. 12 shows time series of the 6 MPRs, as described

in section VII. In addition to the expected light travel times of
about 8 s, we can observe that they also include the differential
initial timer offsets (of a few seconds) and clock drifts (a few
tens of milliseconds per day).
Finally, we show in fig. 13 the PSDs of the different clock-

noise-related measurements we simulate, all converted to units
of s Hz−0.5. The MPR (blue) is dominated by a white noise
down to the lowest frequencies. Around 0.1mHz to 0.3mHz,
the noise level coincides with that of the clock noise measured
by the ISI sideband measurements (orange). Here, we plot
a signal combination rejecting common mode noise between
carrier and sideband, following [32, eq. B1], such that the plot-
ted curve is dominated by the actual clock noise at most of the
frequency band. Similarly, using [32, eq. B9] of the same ref-
erence, we can combine the RFI sideband beatnotes to give a
measurement of the larger of the two modulation noise terms,
labelled ΔM1 (green). We see that the modulation noise is or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the clock noise in most of the
band.

B. Processed measurements

We have seen that the raw telemetered beatnotes can be
grouped in three categories. Locking beatnotes do not contain
any gravitational-wave signal or noise (assuming perfect laser
locking) and are dominated by numerical noises in our simula-
tions. Non-locking RFI beatnotes are also signal-free and are
dominated by secondary (readout and test-mass) noises. Only
non-locking ISI beatnotes carry useful gravitational-wave in-
formation, but contain laser noise at many orders of magnitude
above the expected signals, alongside other noise sources.

In order to detect and analyze the gravitational-wave signals,
we must therefore reduce these sources of noise to reasonable
levels. This is achieved by a processing technique called TDI,
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Figure 12. Time series of the MPRs. We can observe large determin-
istic errors w.r.t. the expected light travel time of ≈ 8 s due to initial
timer offsets and clock drifts.

in whichmultiple interferometric readouts are time-shifted and
combined to cancel the main noise sources.

To demonstrate that this kind of processing is possible using
our simulated data, we apply the algorithm described in [32],
using PYTDI [43], to reduce the limiting noise sources in-
cluded in our simulation (laser and clock noise) to below the
required level. Figure 14 shows the spectra of the second-
generation TDI combinationsX2, Y2 andZ2, in which the laser
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Figure 13. PSDs of clock-noise-related measurements. We plot the
MPR (blue line) alongside measurements derived from the ISI side-
bands (orange line) and the RFI sidebands (green line). See main text
for details.

and clock noises have been suppressed. The gravitational-
wave signal is clearly visible at the expected frequency of
3.5mHz, with an SNR of about 100.
Following the conclusions of [32], the biggest contributors

to the residual noise are the ISI readout noise at high frequen-
cies and the test-mass acceleration noise at low frequencies;
other non-suppressed noise sources have a smaller but non-
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Figure 14. Amplitude spectral densities of second-generation TDI
combinations X2, Y2 and Z2. Note that laser noise, overwhelming in
the telemetered beatnote frequencies, is suppressed by many orders
of magnitude, such that the injected verification binary (SNR of 113)
is now clearly visible around 3.5mHz.

negligible contribution.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a model of the LISA measure-
ment chain, which includes the propagation of optical sig-
nals (modulated laser beams, each containing a carrier and
an upper sideband) across the constellation and on the optical
benches; the phase readout of the different interferometers; as
well as the on-board processing of the beatnote signals. We
also included a high-level model for the MPR auxiliary mea-
surements, which are used to estimate the inter-spacecraft dis-
tances, necessary for the on-ground processing (such as TDI).
This model accounts for laser locking control loops, and prop-
erly treats different time frames and clock errors.

We presented two implementations of the model, along with
a comparison of their runtime and memory performance that
highlights their respective advantages and drawbacks. LISA
INSTRUMENT is a Python implementation that is easy to use,
and very efficient for short simulations (a few months or less),
while we recommend LISANODE for longer and more com-
plex simulations.

Some results obtained with LISA INSTRUMENT are pre-
sented to demonstrate the correctness of the implementation.
In particular, we check that the beatnote measurements exhibit
the expected behavior, in terms of total frequency or frequency
fluctuations. For the latter, we show that our model keeps nu-
merical noise to acceptable levels for the study of instrumen-
tal noises and gravitational-wave signals. We also check that
laser and clock noise reduction by TDI performs as expected
by computing the second-generationMichelson combinations.
We confirm that the residual noises in these channels matches
their expected levels, and that a typical gravitational signal hid-
den in the raw telemetry data becomes clearly apparent at the
expected frequency and magnitude.

The injection of gravitational-wave signals is possible
through the multiple interfaces of LISA INSTRUMENT and

LISANODE with other simulation tools. These tools include
in particular LISA ORBITS [24] for realistic spacecraft or-
bits, LISA GLITCH [44] for injection of instrumental artifacts,
LISA GW RESPONSE [45] for injection of gravitational sig-
nals, and PYTDI [43] for further on-ground processing.
At the time this paper is written, some important instrumen-

tal effects are still missing and work in progress. In particular,
we do not include any dynamical effects or dynamical con-
trol loops to actuate on the spacecraft and test masses [46].
We also do not include tilt-to-length effects, which occur as
an apparent pathlength change due to any misalignment of op-
tical elements and that will be partially mitigated on ground
using DWS measurements [47]. We do not simulate any of
the ground-based observations that will be used to determine
the spacecraft positions and velocities, as well as the offsets of
the onboard clocks with respect to a global timescale. These
are required inputs to the further processing and data analysis
steps, and therefore will be included in a future version of the
simulation.
Finally, we currently produce phasemeter measurements ex-

pressed as total frequencies in Hz. There are ongoing discus-
sions to choose the best representation for telemetry data; in
order to capture any effects related to this choice, we plan to
update the simulators to use the official data format once it is
agreed upon. In particular, if phase data must be produced, the
model should be updated to include an initial phase for each
optical beam and clock signal, which do not affect the current
frequency data.

Appendix A: Symbol glossary

This paper defines a large number of quantities and uses or
introduces many symbols to represent them. To facilitate the
reading, we have listed the main conventions in table II and
the main quantities in table III.

Appendix B: Noise models

We describe here the different noise sources that we include
in our simulations. For each noise, we give a short description
and its mathematical expression. That includes spectral shapes
in the form of their PSD for stochastic terms, as well as any
deterministic effects.
Noise models are derived from allocations or current best

estimates (CBEs) given in the performance model (LISA Con-
sortium internal technical note, 2019), where applicable10.
We give here a continuous description of these noise mod-

els; however, they are actually implemented as discrete noise
sources at f phy

s = 16Hz.

10 Some noise sources do not match the CBE given in latest performance
model, and we plan to update them as soon as possible.
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Symbol Description
⬚t(�) Quantity expressed in the barycentric coordinate time (TCB) (global time frame)
⬚�i (�) Quantity expressed in the spacecraft proper time (TPS) i (related to t by relativistic corrections)
⬚�̂i (�) Quantity expressed in the clock time on board spacecraft i (related to �i by instrumental imperfections)
⬚̇ or d

d�
Time derivative of quantity (in the specified time frame)

⬚i Quantity related to spacecraft i
⬚ij Quantity related to MOSA ij

⬚A←B Quantity measured on A propagated from B
⬚PD Quantity related to a generic photodetector (no indices)
⬚c Quantity related to the main carrier

⬚m or⬚m Quantity related to the phase-modulation signal
⬚sb or⬚sb+ Quantity related to the upper sideband

⬚sb− Quantity related to the lower sideband
⬚o Large out-of-band component of a quantity (offsets or drifts)
⬚� Small in-band component of a quantity (fluctuations)

Table II. Summary of the conventional notations used in this paper.

a. Laser noise. Laser noise describes the optical phase
fluctuations in the electromagnetic field of a free-running laser
stabilized to a cavity. It is given in the performance model
by the allocation for the laser frequency stability in units of
frequency,

SṄp (f ) =
(

30HzHz−0.5
)2
[

1 +
(

2 × 10−3Hz
f

)4
]

. (B1)

b. Modulation noise. Modulation noise describes any
mismatch in the phase of the modulation sidebands (transmit-
ted to the distance optical bench) and the pilot tone (used as a
local timing reference) [27].

Both the 2.4GHz and the 2.401GHz sideband signals used
for modulation are generated from the local USO. The pilot
tone is derived from the electrical 2.4GHz signal using a series
of low noise frequency dividers. The optical modulation is
performed using an electro-optical modulator (EOM) followed
by a fibre amplifier.

The fiber amplifier is the dominating part for the 2.4GHz
signal [27]. We fit a rough model to the blue curve in [27,
fig. 5.13] to obtain a timing jitter power spectral density of

SM (f ) =
(

10−14 s Hz−0.5
)2
[

1 +
(

1.5 × 10−2 Hz
f

)2
]

.
(B2)

Note that this underestimates the more recent measurements
cited in [32], since it corresponds to a 1W fibre amplifier,
which allows for lower noise levels.

For the 2.401GHz signal, we expect a higher noise level due
to the electrical conversion chain, which can no longer be real-
ized by simple frequency dividers. Following [32], we model
this by increasing the modulation noise in the right-hand side
optical benches by a factor 10.

c. Test-mass acceleration noise. Test-mass acceleration
noise describes the optical pathlength variations due to the
test-mass motion with respect to its nominal position inside
its housing.

It is given in the performance model by the allocation
value for the single test-mass acceleration noise in accelera-
tion units. We include an extra factor 2 in order to account
for the beam reflection onto the test mass, and neglect the
high-frequency component because it is smaller than the opti-
cal metrology system (OMS) displacement noise (see below).
Moreover, we whiten the noise at below 10−4 Hz to prevent
numerical overflow. We get

SN� (f ) =
(

2 × 2.4 × 10−15ms−2 Hz−0.5
)2

×

[

1 +
(

0.4 × 10−3 Hz
f

)2
]

. (B3)

Note that this is an this is an out-of-loop value, ignoring
the coupling of test mass to spacecraft motion introduced by
DFACS.
d. Backlink noise. Beams are transmitted between adja-

cent optical benches using optical fibres. During this transmis-
sion, the beams can pick up an additional phase noise term. We
model only the non-reciprocal noise terms, i.e., the difference
between the phase shift of a beam propagating from optical
bench ij to ik vs. that of the beam propagating from ik to ij.
Backlink noise is given in the performance model by the

allocation for the reference backlink in displacement,

SNbl (f ) =
(

3 × 10−12mHz−0.5
)2

×

[

1 +
(

2 × 10−3 Hz
f

)4
]

. (B4)

We use the same value for the TMIs and RFIs.
e. Readout noise. We summarize as readout noise the

equivalent positional readout error due to technical noise
sources, such as shot noise.
The OMS displacement noise is given in the performance

model by the allocation value for the overall displacement
long-arm, test-mass, and reference noise entries; in terms of
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Symbol Unit Description
c ms−1 Speed of light in a vacuum
�0 Hz Optical frequency of the lasers (281.6 THz)
Φij Cycles Total phase of local beam at laser source ij
�ij Hz Total frequency of local beam at laser source ij
Oij Hz Carrier frequency offset of local beam at laser source ij
pij Cycles Carrier phase fluctuations of local beam at laser source ij
Φij,m Cycles Total phase of modulating signal on MOSA ij
�ij,m Cycles Total frequency of modulating signal on MOSA ij
�mij Hz Nominal frequency of the modulating signal on MOSA ij

Φij←ji Cycles Total phase of beam ij propagated to MOSA ji
�ij←ji Hz Total frequency of beam ij propagated to MOSA ji
Φifoij←kl Cycles Total phase of the beam kl propagated to photodetector ifo (isi, rfi, or tmi)
�ifoij←kl Hz Total frequency of the beam kl propagated to photodetector ifo (isi, rfi, or tmi)
Φifoij Cycles Optical beatnote total phase of ifo (isi, rfi, or tmi)
�ifoij Hz Optical beatnote frequency of ifo (isi, rfi, or tmi)
�̂�ii s Instrumental clock time on board spacecraft i as a function of the TPS
��̂i s Deviations of instrumental clock time on board spacecraft i from TPS i
� �̂ii s TPS of spacecraft i as a function of instrumental clock time on board spacecraft i
F None Filter operator, modeling the filtering and decimation stages from 16Hz to 4Hz
Ti None Phase timestamping operator, transforming a phase quantity from TPS i to instrumental clock time i
Ṫi None Frequency timestamping operator, transforming a frequency quantity from TPS i to instrumental clock time i
Dij None Delay operator, time-shifting a phase quantity by dij
Ḋij None Doppler-delay operator, time-shifting a frequency quantity by dij (including Doppler corrections)
aij Hz Short-hand notation for the optical beatnote frequency offsets in the ISI ij
bij Hz Short-hand notation for the optical beatnote frequency offsets in the RFI and TMI ij
ifoij Hz Frequency readout of the ifo (isi, rfi or tmi)
qi s Noise of instrumental clock on board spacecraft i with respect to TPS
Mij s Modulation noise on MOSA ij

Nob
ifoij←kl s Noise of beam kl propagated to ifo (isi, rfi, or tmi) due to optical pathlength variations on the optical bench
N ro

ifoij s Readout noise in ifo (isi, rfi, or tmi)
Nbl

ifoij s Backlink noise in ifo (rfi or tmi)
N�
ij s Test-mass displacement noise

NR
ij s Ranging noise
dij s Proper pseudo-range (PPR) as the difference of TPSs i (at reception) and j (at emission)
Rij s Measured pseudo-range (MPR) ij as the difference of clock times i (at reception) and j (at emission)
Hij s Integrated fluctuations of the PPR ij due to gravitational waves

Table III. Symbols for quantities used in this model alongside the units used in the simulation.

displacement11,

SN ro (f ) = A2
[

1 +
(

2 × 10−3 Hz
f

)4
]

, (B5)

where A = 6.35 × 10−12mHz−0.5 for the
ISIs, 1.42 × 10−12mHz−0.5 for the TMIs, and
3.32 × 10−12mHz−0.5 for the RFIs.

11 The overall displacement noise in the performance model summarizes mul-
tiple noise sources, some of which are already accounted for independently
in this model. The values for the OMS displacement noise are therefore
overestimates.

The performance model does not give values for the side-
band beatnotes. We approximate them using � = 0.15 instead
of 0.85 in the shot noise formula to account for the lower power
level. This yields A = 1.25 × 10−11mHz−0.5 for the ISIs, and
7.90 × 10−12mHz−0.5 for the RFIs.
f. Optical bench pathlength noise. Optical bench path-

length noise summarizes different optical pathlength noises
due to, for example, jitters of optical components in the path
of the different beams.
Optical bench pathlength noise in terms of displacement is

given by the performance model as
SNob (f ) = A2 , (B6)

where A = 4.24 × 10−12mHz−0.5 for local beams in TMIs
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and 2 × 10−12mHz−0.5 for local beams in RFIs.
g. Ranging noise. Pseudo-ranging is performed by cor-

relating local and distant PRN signals, c.f. section VII. Rang-
ing noise describes the imperfection of the overall ranging
measurement scheme in a single link.

Pseudo-ranging is given by an ad hoc model, combining
a systematic bias NR,o

i and a zero-mean stochastic Gaussian
white noiseNR,�

i (�i),
NR
i (�i) = N

R,o
i +NR,�

i (�i) , (B7)
with default values of SNR,� = 0.9mHz−0.5 andNR,o

i = 0 s.
h. Clock noise. USOs on each spacecraft act as central

time references for all onboard systems. As described in sec-
tion IV, we actually use the pilot tone as the timing reference
for all phasemetermeasurements. Clock noise heremodels any
deviations of these pilot tones from the corresponding space-
craft proper time (TPS).

Clock noise is given by the model described in [32], ex-
pressed in terms of fractional frequency deviations as the sum
of a random jitter, and constant deterministic frequency offset,
linear drift, and quadratic drift,

q̇i(�) = Ṅ
q
i (�) + y0,i + y1,i� + y2,i�

2 , (B8)
Ṅq
i (�) is a random jitter, generated as a flicker noise with a

PSD between 10−5 Hz and f phy
s ∕2 = 1.5Hz given by

SṄq
i
(f ) =

(

6.32 × 10−14
)2f−1 , (B9)

The deterministic coefficients are
y0 ≈ 5 × 10−7 s s−1 , (B10)
y1 ≈ 1.6 × 10−14 s s−2 , (B11)
y2 ≈ 9 × 10−23 s s−3 . (B12)

These values should be seen as orders of magnitude, and will
be different for all 3 USOs.

Appendix C: Magnitude of �̇

To estimate the order of magnitude of the term �̇oAH12(�)
we neglected compared to the term �oAḢ12(�)we included, wecan observe the rate of change in the example frequency plan
presented in fig. 15. This is plotted in fig. 15. As we can see,
we have �̇oA < 4Hz s−1 for the whole 4 year duration. On the
other hand, �oA is of the order of 10MHz. We consider both �oAand �̇oA as constant scaling factors for this estimate.

Note that H12(�) and Ḣ12(�) are noise terms that we can
evaluate in the frequency domain. We have


[

Ḣ12
]

(f ) = 2�f × 
[

H12
]

(f ) . (C1)
The usual LISA measurement band extends from 10−4 Hz to
1Hz, such that even at the lower limit of 10−4 Hz, we have
�oA

[

Ḣ12
]

(f ) ≈ 104 Hz s−1 × 
[

H12
]

(f )

≫ �̇oA
[

H12
]

(f ) ≈ 4Hz s−1 × 
[

H12
]

(t) .
(C2)
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Figure 15. Magnitude of beatnote frequency derivatives for all 9 beat-
notes in the example frequency plan. Data provided by G. Heinzel.
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Figure 16. Antialiasing filter transfer function magnitude. The tran-
sition band (grey) is chosen to avoid aliasing into the measurement
band (blue). Unlike what is often presented, the frequency axis uses
a linear scale here.

Note that the term �oAḢ12(�) is already a very small correc-
tion to the dominant term �0Ḣ12(�), such that we can safely
neglect these additional terms.

Appendix D: Default implementation of the anti-aliasing filter

By default, the anti-aliasing filter is designed from a Kaiser
windowing function, with a transition band that extends from
1.1Hz to 2.9Hz, and minimum attenuation above 2.9Hz of
240 dB. Note that the filter transition band extends above the
Nyquist frequency, such that there will be a significant amount
of aliasing during downsampling, as depicted in fig. 16. How-
ever, since aliasing happens by reflection across the Nyquist
frequency, any noise in the band [fmeas

s ∕2, fmeas
s − 1Hz] will

be aliased into the band [1Hz, fmeas
s ∕2], such that it stays out-

side our measurement band of [10−4Hz, 1Hz].
Analytically, we model this digital filter with the continu-

ous, linear filter operator F, which is applied to the beatnote
frequency measurements. In the frequency domain, this is
equivalent to multiplying our signals by the filter transfer func-
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tion  [F], pictured in fig. 16 and given by

 [F] (!) =
N
∑

k=0
cke

−i!k∕fphy
s , (D1)

where ck are the filter coefficients.
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